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Issue 742

UMSL Enrollment Down
by Greg Albers

Current news reporter
Enrollment on the University of Missouri-St. Louis
campus for the fall 1992 semester has dropped nearly
10 percent from last year's figure.
On-campus enrollment for this semester is 11,774,
that is down from 12,941 last year. Total enrollment is
14,926, down from 15,620 last year.
Chancellor Blanche Touhill said the drop of enrollment is due in part to the tightening of admission
standards in 1991.
"Since 1991, the numbers [of full-time freshmen]
have gone down," Touhill srud. "I think it's due to the
tightening of admission standards. I think it's also due
to the raising of fees." .
The admission standards for the University of Missouri were changed to require one year of high school
credit in fine arts for incoming freshmen. Freshmen are
also required to have taken four years of English, three
years of math at the level of Algebra I and above, two
years of science. two years of social studies and three
additional requiremen~.

Academic fees have increased 14.7 percent over
last year. and will cOntinue to rise .
. The number of flrst-time freshmen at UM-St Louis
has dropped almost 30 percent from 755 last year to 532
this year.
The decline in enrollment on the Sl. Louis campus
is not unique. Total enrollment for the UM-system is
down 5.5percenl. There were 57, I 00 students enrolled
last year, but only 53,943 this fall.
With enrollment already declining, the problem
figures onl y to get worse as fees rise to double the 1991
rate by 1997 and admission standards tighten even
more if the University becomes highly selective when
choosing students, as is expected.
Touhill predicted the University will go through a
"painful" period of enrollment adjustment in the years
to come. Some cuts will have to be made within the
University .
"I'm working right now with the Budget and Planning Committee on a possible shortfall," Touhill said.
"I think we will know within the next couple of weeks
what cuts may come."

Women, AI DS Topic Of Seminar
by Nancy Lewis
of The Current staff

Three million women in the world
have AIDS.
Women makeup 15 percent of the
total AIDS population in the United
States. And, women ages 15-25 are
the segment of the U.S. population
that is the fastest growing group at
risk for developing AIDS.
.These facts were presented
Thursday in a seminar at the Women's
Center. Jeanne Wilson from Women
United Fighting AIDS, a division of
the St.Louis Effort for AIDS, emphasized that women are highly at risk for
contracting the AIDS virus. Women
United Fighting AIDS is an educational and outreach group that was
fonned two years ago to address the
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special needs of women with AIDS in
the St. Louis area. The organization
provides support groups andcbildcare
services to women who areHIV posi-

"Now 100,000
women in the
country are HIV
positive"
- Jeanne Wilson
tive, and speaks to women's groups
about prevention of the disease.
"When most people think of
AIDS, they think of gay men," Wilson said, "But now 100,000 women
in the country are HIV positive. And
the projections are that in the next 10
years, women will be half of the U.S.
AIDS population."
Wilson emphasized all women

Alcohol Awareness Week
Educates, Entertains Students

Alcohol Awareness Week was sponsored by t he
Student Government Associa.tion, University
Program Board, Horizons Peer Counseling, Pi
Kappa Alpha, Sigma Tau Delta and Sigma Pi.

During Alcohol
Awareness Week,
which was held
last week, the St.
Louis MetropOlitan
Police BATmobile
(Breath Alcohol ·
Testing mobile)
was displayed for
students (left) and
a magician, John
Fabjance (below),
taught students
about the effects of
alcohol while
entertaining t hem
with magic tricks
Thursday in the
Underground.

are at risk unless they are celibate or
have been in a faithful, monogamous
relationship for the past ten years.
"We have to get the message out that
women must tell their partners to wear
a condom. Always," Wilson said.
Wilson said women who have
AIDS die twice as fast as men who
have AIDS, often because AIDS
symptoms in women are different than
in men, and doctors do not know that
a women who is having chronic gyne.
cological problems has AIDS. Most
women are diagnosed with AIDS
when they are pregnant and receiving
prenatal care or when they develop a
life-threatening AIDS-related disease
such as pneumonia or cancer.
"Women are usually treated later
in the stages of the disease. And a big
problem is that until recently, all the
studies of the disease and of the
medications used to treat the disease
were done exclusively on men,"
Wilson said.
AIDS is now the leading cause of
death of women ages 15-25.
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Campus Conducts Alcohol Awareness Week
by Matt Forsythe
of The Current staff

Why ask why?
Well the Greeks, Horizons Peer Counseling
and the University Program Board attempted to
answer that question last week by sponsoring
events supporting Alcohol Awareness Week.
The Student Governrnent Association (SGA)
and the three social fraternities on campus kicked
off the week by presenting the UM-St. Louis
Presidential Gateway Award of Education to
Richard B. Rosenfeld, an associate professor in
the Criminology & Criminal Justice Department
Rosenfeld has been involved in research

about drug and alcohol use on the UM-St. Louis
campus.
He was honored for a study which took
place on the UM- St. Louis campus in 1990-9l.
In the study, srudents were surveyed about their
patterns of drug and alcohol use, to determine
effects on academic performance. The results of
the study, carried out through a grant from the
U.S. Department of Education, were distributed
to the various organizations on campus.
Faculty were recruited by the program to
develop course modules including information
on the effects of drug and alcohol use. The main
point was expose more students to the negative
effects of irresponsible drinking.
In his acceptance speech, Rosenfeld thanked
everyone on campus that had helped him in his

efforts and mentioned the main point of the

research.
"The idea isn't to "stop drinking» on campus, that's a decision that every individual has to
make," Rosenfeld said. "The idea is to improve
knowledge and awareness of the sources and
consequences of alcohol abuse.
"I do appreciate the award. I was very proud
to get the call. It makes a faculty member feel
very good to get this kind of award from students," Rosenfeld said.
In addition to the presenting of the Gateway
Award, Sigma Pi, Sigma Tau Gamma, and Pi
Kappa Alpha also came together to sign a declaration stating the three fraternities would, in
honor of Alcohol Awareness Week, have no
alcohol at their Oct. 21 parties.

Rick Strifler, Sigma Tau Gamma president,
noted the importance of the three groups coming
together on this occasion.
"It is an exciting step for all the fraternities
to be able to combine their efforts to show that
alcohol isn't needed to have fun," Strifler said.
"It is a precedent for the future to show that we
can all work together to support an issue like
thi s. ..
SGA President Mike Tomlinson agreed.
"I tried to channel [the Greeks] into being
involved in this program. I feel the social fraternities and sororities should be some of the
main people involved with this. They have such
an energy to do something, I felt it would be a

See WEEK, page 4

University Center Expansion Up To Students
by Karen Shymanskl
of The Current staff

Next April, UM-St Louis students will be be given a voice in the
planned expansion and renovation of
the University Center.
The University Center currently
houses the bookstore, the student
lounge, the l)'nderground, Student
Government offices and Student Affairs offices.
Currently in the planning stage,
the proposed expansion and renovation will move the campus in a more
collegiate dii-ection. The expanded
center will provide srudents a central
locale for information about all campus and community activities.
The maximum amount to be spent
on the University Center is $12 million which will be funded through the
building fund portion of student tuition money. However, SGA Presi-

dent Mike Tomlinson said this is one
building that will benefit every student
"Not everyone uses Mark Twain,
but this student union will have something that will benefit everyone,"
Tomlinson said. _
The proposed expansion will pro,vide space for most campus organization, which could bring all the student
organizations together and provide
them with a link of communication.
"r think that with all the organizations together in one place, you'll see
everyone acting as a srudent body
instead of individual organizations,"
Tomlinson said.
The expansion and renovation
planning began in 1991 and was put
on the back burner with the rise of
student tuition. Now the committee in
charge of this proposition is returning
to and fine tuning the original plans.
The proposed expanded and

Student organizations could possibly all have a space if University
Center is expanded. There is room for only a few now.

renovated center will differ greatly
from what currently exists. The plans
take the following into consideration:
the bookstore, career planning service, larger professional catering ar-

eas, conference rooms, counseling
services, disabled services, gallery
space, a larger game area, international students, an information center, student organizations, food ser-

vice, a multi-purpose room and, possibly, the Women's Center.
In the proposals, every student
organization will have space which
will be rotated on a year-to-year basis.
Primarily the entire existing University Center will be renovated.
Based on the architects' plans, the
committee hopes to have three different proposed ideas to present to the
students in a referendum vote. The
only difference in plans should be the
cost of each. Nothing is finalized and
the committee is open to any suggestions by the students.
Tomlinson said the students have
the final say.
"The students will be paying for
this and we're trying to safeguard
their money," he said. "I think everyone will benefit greatly from it and
it's the best investment for a student
to give with tuition."
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Part-time child care position available on-campus. For more infonnation call Lynn Navin at
553-5658.

$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND

$200-$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy!
No selling. You're paid direct. Fully
Guaranteed. FREE Infonnation-24
Hour Hotline: 801-379-2900.

RESUME EXPERIENCE! !
Individuals and studentorganizations
wanted to promote SPRING
BREAK. Call the nation's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs at
1-800-327-6013.

PART TIME
. . or cIub
GOT 4 HOURS A DAY FREE?
Is your Greek orgarnzanon
interested in earning $500-$1,500 Work around your class schedule and
make an extra $150-$250 per week.
for one week, on a campus
marketing project? You must be If you are enthusiastic, reliable and
organized and hard-working. Call money motivated, this is the perfect
Melanie at (800) 592-2121 ext. 123. position for you. Call 298-1211 for
L-_ __ __ _ _ __ __ . :.:.m:.:::o.=.=re:....:i:=:.:
nfo.=nn
.=.::a:.:tl:.o..:.:.
.::: n._____ _ _ _,

Natl'onal marketing firm seeks
dynamic student clubs, teams
and organl'zau' ons to participate
in a promotion for a major
company that is coming to your
campus. Earn big money, no investment. For more information

r---------------------,

on the exciting event call '800592-21.21.

Buy One Get One Free

CRUISE smps NOW HIRING
Earn $2,OOO+/month + world
travel
(Hawaii, Mexico,
the Carribean, etc.)
Holiday, summer and career
employment available.
No experience necessary.
For employment program
call 1-206-634-0468 ex~ C5746

at

STUDENTS or ORGANIZATIONS
Promote our Florida Spring Break
packages. Earn money and free trips.
Organize SMAll or LARGE groups.
Call Campus Marketing.

I
I
I

800423-5264.

I
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I Good only at Cool Valley Dairy Queen.
•
I 1326 S. Florissant Road - just '2 blocks north of
I the Mark Twain Bldg. Offer expires 11/15/92.

FREE :

2 ROLLS

3Smm Film

Dr, rush $2.00 to: R..-cIII .........
11322 kUho Ave.

~A.

lllS AngeiIIs, CA 90025

At personnel pool you work as
much or as little as you like.
We have positions available in a
variety of areas including ...
Loading/unloadi ng. packing,
light industrial, market research.
data entry and light clerical.
Call a location nearest you for
further details and
appointment.
South County
849-3024

Downtown
647-3338

North County
427 -5555

St. Charles
949-2955

EEOC

Never a Fee

Fraternities, Sororities,
Campus Organizations,
Highly Motivated Individuals
Travel free plus earn up to
thou sa nds of dollars selling
SPRING BREAK trips to
Cancun-Bahamas/Cruise-South
Padre Island: 1-800-25 8-9191.
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AIDIHE'S
AlREADY LANDED A
WONDERFUL JOI~W

"We couldn't be prouder As soon as
Jennifer enrolled, she went to UPS and
got a part-time job. Now she makes
almost $10,000 a year working about
4 hours a day. She found out that UPS
employees are eligible for educational
loans up to $25,000 a year! Jennifer is
learning how to take care of herself.
"UPS takes good care of her, too.
They let her choose when she wanted
to work- mornings, afternoons, or
nights-whatever was best for her class
schedule. They give her health benefits, paid vacations and holidays .
. ThE2Ygave her a job in Operationswhich she loves. Now she has the con. fidence to do anything.
"What really made us happy was
when she told us about a major univer·
sity study that showed that students who
work 15 to 20 hours a week make better
grades. And looking at our daughter's
grades-it must be true."

Openings exist at the UPS Earth City Facility.
~or more information, or to apply for an
InterView, call 553-5317 or Visit 346 Woods
Hall. We are an equal opportunity employer.

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.
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UPS DELIVE::R:S :E:IDIUCJTIION
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'Register With Career Placelnent Services

Career Placement will
help you find a paid job
related to your degree!
While you're still in school!

308 Woods Hall • 553-5111
Sophomores &Juniors -Co-op &Internships
Seniors· Jobs upon Graduation

. -

-
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. - - - --

- - -- - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _---.:.._--.1.

jultfcr~

1~932..o528, Ext. 6!

FOR SALE
USED COMPUTERS &
PRINTERS OF ALL TYPES
Used Accessories &
Peripherals.
Great Low Prices!
For more information
call Scott, 721-6149.
BROTHER WORD
PROCESSOR
Only one year old. hardly used
Asking $350 .00
Call Cheryl at 739-6362
PROFITNESS
ST AIRMASTER
In good conditon!
Asking $60.00
Call (314) 83 2-2156

GOVERNMENT HOMES
from #1 Delinquent tax property .
Repossessions (U repair). Your
area (1) 805-962-8000
Ext. GH-2166 for
current repo. list.
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES
$200
86VW
$50
87 MERCEDES
$100
65 MUSTANG
$50
Choose from thousands starting
$25. FREE Infonnation-24 Hour
Hotlin~. 801-397-2929. Copyright
# M017KJC.

QUALITY TYPING - Save your
study time for studying -let me do
your typing! Reports; theses;
manuscripts; resumes; graphs, etc.
IBM compatible & laser printing.
REASONABLE-PRONWT10 MINUTES FROM UMSL.
Call Lois. 739-4514.
I

All students who have 60 se- i
Mester hours or more arid who
desire a teaching certificate must
complete the Formal Application
to the Teacher Education Program
before enrolling in professional
education courses. This application is a requirement for all pre- .
and post-degree students and is
available in room 155 Marillac

Hall.

r---------------------,
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+ tax

.:
Offer good 10-26-92 through 11·2·92. Must
I ______
present coupon for
discount. Regular price ___
$3.50.
L
__________
~

"- - -

HEADPHONE RADIO
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IVIISCELLANEOlJS
_ _,IlA8ll ••
DO YOU LIKE TO SKI?
Looking for motivated and
energetic person for campus rep.
Imagine! !
-.-.... _
YooIl11DQ
program. Earn money and a free
College Ski Week in Steamboat,
ski trip(s). Call 1-800-876-8551
. Colorado, six nights condominium,
for more information!
four out of five day lift ticket, all for
L . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , u n d e r $100. Call Dave 1-800-9991301.

ONE MONTHS FREE RENT

"OUR DAU HER'S ONLY

PLUS $1000 FOR nm
MEMBER WHO CALlSI
No obliptioo. No cost.
You 1110 Ft. FREE
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William L Cronin, LLM,CPA
Attorney at law, is looking for
bright students, with a minimum
GPA of 3.0, who have a number
of years to go to graduation. No
experience is necessary. Employment in this law practice is expected to gi ve you p,ractical skills
that employers find desirable. If
you are selected. for this chal lenging opportunity, you will be
offered flexible hours, career
preparation, paid training. performance reviews. advancement
opportunities, wage reviews, career counseling, expense reimbursements and competitive
\Vages. William L. Cronin, LLM.
CPA is located near public
transportation and is both an
equal opportunity and affirmative action employer. Send your
letter of interest to:
William L. Cronin, LLM, CPA
2200 West Port Plaza Drive
Suite 301, Boatmen's Bank Bldg .
St. Louis, MO 63146

EXCEIJENT

miter films
IIf u.s sp.!t!J, I(S truUl1 fO ffe 1$ (j~ur 1'c'prud!u."rion.
;\ 'uallCc:S Ili ( /lIar ar,' htlJ en lht (mnr.s ; r tJU can k'l'
rhe JtJf. .'T~n . .·.: ~ tu .....'Tll..·hcrry rd and i I/n u llO r . .·d ...
Photographic Maga,ine

Double Hamburgers
$1 .69
~_-

~

T ry ,his Exci,ing New Fit", "Wh il, (,j,;s[iim) hru
~MrpnC'S( and In!! Rl'afrl cml1/X' tHil·... with

Two 1 / 31b.

L____

PILOT AN
ENTERPRISE
No, not on Star Trek. Manage
credit card promos on campus for
National Marketing Firm . Earn
up to $2,500 this term. Flexible
hours . Opportunities . Call 1800-950-8472, Ext. 17.

~

~

EDITORALS
October 19, 1992

A Closer Look
The Vice Presidency.
Preside~t of the Se:~:lte. Next in line to America's diplomatic
throne.
The position, for years, has been shunned, overlooked and
copyrighted as not important.
In day-to-day works on Capitol Hill, this may be true. The vice
president, in simple terms, doesn't do that much.
However it is in times like these, the last few days of campaigning before we select our new leader and his or her running
mate, that we all take a closer look. And it is in times like these,
with more and more people turning toward Ross Perot, the
independent candidate for President of the United States, and
offering him their vote, that we must take a very close look.
The nation needs, for the fIrst time in far too long, a balanced
budget. Ross Perot is the man to do just that. And that's what
Americans are seeing-a man with no interests or influences in
Congress who can ascend this country from the well of debt and
keep our economy flowing smoothly.
What happens in the Electoral College is yet to be detennined,
but before we run to our "I'm all ears" savior let's take thatc10ser
look.
Perot has chosen retired Adm. James B. Stockdale as his
running mate, and should Perot win, his vice president.
A very well educated and noble man, Stockdale has proven
dedication to his coUntry numerous times, but, could this man
fulfill the duties of President if something were to happen to
Perot? Chances are we'll never have to find out but you can't
disregard the factors involved.
.
Many people are saying his performance during the vice
presidential debate was because of nervousness and because he
didn't want to be there. That was obvious when he continued to
leave his podium. And many people are saying they feel sorry for
him because his years as a prisoner of war greatly have damaged
his social and mental processes. This may be true and there is no
denying he deserves respect for what he lived through. But, he
simply doesn't have the experience or any other abilities to be the
leader of this country.
Even with his vast experience in the armed services, Adm.
Stockdale could not possibly handle the position of commander
in chief.
Perot has said he has many enemies and more than once, death
warrants have been issued on him and his family. It's not really
fair, when in the voting booth, to say "Oh, nothing's going to
happen to him." Just something to think about.
Both Perot and Stockdale have said the running mate choice
was completely personal because of their past relationships.
Friendships that strong are hard to come by these days, and Perot
obviously knows how to choose his friends as well as he knows
how to choose investments. But running mates?
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Exercises in futility
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Won't Exercise Your Right To Vote? Don't....
tions in non-presidential years is even
more pitiful. A ridiculously small
Proportion of the electorate in YOUI
district turns out every two years to
send your representative to Washington.
All the misguided clamor over
term limits wouldn't happen if candidates ran on a level playing field
and if an involved, informed electorate showed up every other November
to send the right man or the right
woman to Congress. As it is, a relatively
few people convene to agree, in
by Charlie Leonard
effect, to send the incumbent back to
"If you don't vote, don't com- Capitol Hill.
SUIe, it's easy to say that your
plain."
This is one of my favorite bumper vote doesn't mauer-that the politistickers. (TIle verb "complain," of cians are just going to do whatever
course, is replaced with the word for they want Fine. But your license to
a female dog.) Its point is that we get complain about government should
exactly the kind of government we damn well be revoked if you don't
vote.
deserve.
Barely one-half of the eligible
Here in the academy there are
electorate, for example, participated more opportunities for us to learn and
in the 1988 Presidential election. Just to become involved than we have any
over one-quarter of American adults right to ignore. Voter registration was
got together and decided that George available to us in Thomas Jefferson
Bush should be our president for four Library up until the very last legal
years. Don't like it? Well, if you were moment The undergraduate Political
eligible to vote in 1988 and didn't, Science Academy organizes evening
meetings every month at the home of
take your share of the blame.
Turnout for Congressional elec- a professor, featuring political scholars

•
Alcohol Awareness Week Successfu l
Dear Editor,

With National Collegiate Drug
and Alcohol Awareness Week come
and gone, I'm really pleased to say
that everything was so successful I
would like to add my personal congratulations to Richard Rosenfeld,
on his receipt of the Award of Education.
I'd also like to extend my appreciation to the UM-St Louis students who were willing to share
their stories with us. (To find out
more, check out the bulletin board
in the U. Center Lobby!) .
Above all, my sincere thanks
goes to the campus organizations
who found it within their priorities
and budgets to help Horizons sponsor John Fabjance. In case anyone
missed him, Jotu;t is the magician

who entertained us so well with his
tricks, made uslaugh, and even made
us think.
So, to UPB, SGA, Pi Kappa Alpha, Alpha Xi Delta, Delta Zeta, and
the Political Science Academy:
THANK YOU! Organizations
working together make so much
more possible.
And the proverbial last, but not
least, our gratitude to the St. Louis
City Police Traffic Division for introducing us to the "Batmobile."
Short notice though it was, they really came through.
I hope that everyone who had an
opportunity to take part in any of the
programs found something of value,
of interest, or, at least fun.
Jeep Hague

Guest Commentary
and activists. The nice folks in 347
SSB will give you all the information-and even maps.
Our fellow students on the University Program Board have lined up
nationally known author Eric
Alterman to speak about his book
Sowui and Fury, which reveals how
television and newspaper "pundits"
influence our country's political
agenda Hey, this is theM cNeillLehrer
News Hour right in Room 78 of the
J.C. Penney building, at noon on
Wednesday.
Why have we evolved into a culture that expects to have everything
handed"to it on a planer? Some people
blame generations hooked on bad
sitcoms. I don't know. Whatever itis,
I have little sympathy for the complaints of people who don't get involved, particularly on a college
campus. Colleges, after all, should be
hotbeds of activism, incubators of
change fueled by bright new ideas.
Instead, we see mostly a sad resignation that "it's just the way things are."
Not only do we get the kind of

politics we deserve, I'm afraid we
also get the kind of university we
deserve--a commuter campus with
weak student involvemenL The Current has done an excellent job of
pointing an accusing fmger atastudent
body that shows up, goes to class,
goes home and complains.
It doesn't have to be that way. We
now have enthusiastic young men and
women in student government who
want to take the energy-your energy-that would otherwise be wasted
complaining, and channel it into a
loud student voice that can be heard in
Columbia and Jefferson City. It's a
voice that says we demand our share
of resources from a system that treats
us like a stepchild.
Voting-in presidential elections
as well as SGA elections-is the duty
of a citizen and a student Participation in politics and in the university
community gives you a measure of
control and a sense of ownership in
both.
Let me take it a step further: ''If
you don't participate, don't bitch."

Charlie Leonard ·is a former
magazine editor and advertising executive pursuing his PhD. ill politi-

cal science.

Stud ent Says Keep Tenses St rai g ht ·
Dear Editor,

Afterreading the article, "Behind
the Crown" in the October 12, 1992
edition of The Current, I had trouble
getting past the problems of the article to actually comprehend what was
said. Several journalistic problems that
I noticed jumped up off the page at me
as I began to read the article. They are
as follows: The journalist is not the
news. If a reponer for the paper is
included in a newswonhy article, have
the article written by anotherreporter.
If the reporter is writing the story, the
reporter should write the story in first

person. Use of the third person by the
writer when writing about themselves
is awkward to read . Another devia·
tion from AP style is the use of first
names on second reference throughout a story. First names are not accepted. Considering this is a regular
reporter for The Current,I would have
thought she would have learned the
basics of journalistic writing by now.
The Current needs to work on its objectivity if it allows this type of story
to make it into print
Melissa Green

C orrect ion
The day of the Presidential Election is Tuesday, Nov. 3.
The Current is sorry for any misunderstanding and reminds
everyone to exercise their voting rights.
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TUESDAY,
OCT. 27

WEDNESDAY,
OCT. 28

·FLU SHOTS A V AILABLE
·WOMEN'S CENTER
Flu shots will be available at
The Women's Center will have
Deaconess North Hospital,
two registered nurses from the
7840 Natural Bridge Road,
School of Nursing teaching how
First Floor. The cost is $5 and
to do self breast examinations.
the shots will be given from
The meeting will be held in the
8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Women's Center, 211-212 Clark
Hall at Noon .
USED BOOK SALE

·Popular Fiction, special interest and scholarly books, along
with children's books, records
and magazines will be on sale
in the Annex of the Thomas
Jefferson Library. Most items
are priced under $1.00. The
sale will . take place Tuesday,
Oct.. 27 and Wednesday, Oct.
28 from 8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.

THURSDAY,
OCT. 29
·WOMEN'S CENTER·
The Women's Center presents
the film "Beauty in the Bricks".
The film takes a positive look at
four African-American teenage
girls growing up in an urban
housing project. The film will be

shown from 12: 15-12:45 p.m. and
5:00-5:30 p.m.

FRIDAY,
OCT. 30
·THA T UPPITY THEATRE
COMPANY presents Eileen
Myles in Eileen Mylesfor President (and Other Things): The
Poet Candidate. Performances
are Friday, Oct. 30 and Saturday,
Oct. 31 at 8:00 p.m Tickets are
$8.
·THE ST. LOUIS BALLET presents "The Picnic" featuring the
S1. Louis Youth Ballet. Performances are Oct. 30 at 7:30 p.m.
and Oct. 31 at 1:00 p.m. and 4:00
p.m. at Kirkwood High School
Theatre, 801 Essex Ave. Tickets
are $12.50 for adults and $5.50
for children in the Orches
and
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children in the Mezzanine. To
order tickets call MetroTix at
534-1111 or visit any MetroTix
outlets: Schnucks V ideoClub,
Famous Barr, Regal Sports, or the
MetroTix office at 531 N. Grand
Blvd.

SATURDAY,
OCT. 31

SUNDAY,
NOV.l

~Of7P
HAPPY HALLOWEEN !
Area haunted houses:
Silo X Haunted House - located

Political Author To Speak On Campus
by Anjanette Smith
of The Current staff

If you're taking one of these tests, take
Kaplan first. We teach you exactty what the test
covers and show you the test taking strategies
you'll need to score your best. No one teaches you
to think like the test makers beUer than Kaplan.
For more infonnation call 997-7791

KAPLAN

"Our most serious problems - a
collapsing infrastructure, chronic
under-investment, a third-rate educational system and a degraded environm~nt- have been overshadowed
in the public debate by the
punditocrac y' s obsession wi th
American military power ... we have
entered the decade of the 90' s with an
intellectually crippled political leadership, incapable even of acknowledging, much less addressing, the
fundamental changes we face as a
nation."
This is a clip from a synopsis of
SOWld and Fury: The Washington
Punditocracy and the Collapse of
American Politics. The author, Eric
Alterman, whose analyses of Ameri o
can politics have appeared in national
publications including the New York
Times, The New Republic, Harper's,
and the Washington Post, will speak
on his book Wednesday, Oct 2E from
12 noon to 1 pm in IC Penney 78,
sponsored by the University Program
Board. He will cover many topics
including the beginnings of political
punditry, the enhanced role of politi-

The answer to the test question.

on Meremac Station Rd., just
West of Highways 44 and 141 in
Peerless Park. Admission is
$8.00.
Coldwell Banker - presents a
haunted house at the Spencer
Mansion, 9632 Lackland in
Overland. Admission is $5.00

cal pundits through television and its
influence on World War II, Vietnam
War, the Civil Rights Movement,
Watergate, the Gulf War and the 1992
Presidential race.
His book shows how the
punditocracym"a tiny group of highly
visible political pontificators [high
priests] who make their living offering inside political opinions and
forecasts in the elite national media"
voice what issues must be addressed,
which direction the country is headed.
George Will, William Satire, Pat
Buchanan and Morton Kondrake are
a few of the insiders who are described
as shaping and controlling ''the political discourse of this country regardless of the true desires of the American people."

• CHANNEL 9 WINE TASTING
Over 200 wines from throughout the United States will be
available for sampling at Channel9's 11th annual wine tasting.
It will be held at the Hyatt Regency St. Louis at Union Station, 1820 Market St. from 2:00
p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Tickets are $20
for Channel 9 members and $25
for non-members and for tickets

waste if they didn't participate,"
Tomlinson said. '1 think this is the
first time that you've seen Alcohol
Awareness Week involve more than
one campus group. For once we have
a major constituency of other campus
organizations involved with everything.
"The program is already a success
before it is started out because you
have these different campus organizations supporting this event, and that
is part of my platform. Money isn't
everything but involvement is," he
said.
The involvement of the other
groups on campus continued through
the week as the University Program
Board and Horizons Peer Counseling
teamed up to bring the campus community a magic show.
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Golden opportunities
are made of silver.
Golden nursing opportunities
corne with the silver Air Force emblem.
Indeed, the i\ir Force shapes a sophisticated medical environment that helps you
learn, advances your education and develops your professionalism to a higher
standard. Discover travel, excitement ...
and the re5jiect you'll know serving your
>.' . . . .- country as an Air Force
officer. See why so many
.-', ,, ..' t ... outstanding nursing pro, ... '. .:. fesslonals choose to wear
~ . <. '>.J the silver emblem of the
Air Force nurse. Bachelor's degree required.
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USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS
TOll. FREE
1·soo-423-USAF
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Vacancyl

WE'VE PUT A NEW SPIN
ON INVESTING WITH TIAA·CREF
i\ t TIAA-CREF, our goal has always
.fi. been to make your retirement dollars .

years of research, market analysis and
cultivation of regional contacts have given
us special insight into the risks and rewards
of today's global marketplace.

go farther. Now, they can go as far c:.s
London, Frankfurt or Tokyo-or anywhere
else in the world where financial opportunities seem promising-with our new
CREF Global Equities Account.

M

TUESDAY,
NOV. 3
REMEMBER TO VOTE
·ELECTION NIGHT GET TOGETHER sponsored by the Political Science Academy at the
Alumni House from7:00 p.m. 11:00'p.m. All are welcome.

The
magician,
John
Fabjance, is an illusionist with a
message. Interspersed between
every joke and trick he included
information about the seriousness of the tricks that alcohol can
play on the mind, and the negativeconsequences that it can have
on a person's life.
"I thought that it was pretty
good, itwas kind of slow at times,
but it was good," said Jennifer
Schuth, a student visiting the
Underground who caught the act
"I think he had some good
points." "It was a good act, really
good, " said Ken Perkins, senior
in biology.
The curtain came down on
Alcoholic Awareness week on
Thursday at when the Batmobile
pulled into the UM-S1. Louis
campus.
Don't expect Batman and
Robin to come jumping out because this isn't the movie come
to life, but rather the S1. Louis
City Police coming to the campus to make their poin t about the
dangers of alcohol. Their
Batmobile is a roving unit that
takes time out to explain how the
breath-a-lizer works. It was just
another part in the Alcohol
Awareness task force that helped
educate UM-St Louis on this
special week.
Gloria Lubowitz, senior
counseling psychologist and
Horizons adviser said educating
and making people aware of the
problems associated with alcohol is the point of the Alcohol
Awareness Week.
''To make people responsible
and aware of what they are doing- particularly around alcohoI-that is the point this week,"
Lubowitz said.

1 Bedroom
Rpartments Rvailable
First month
Bent is Free
mention This Rd

The CREF Global Equities Account is
offered through your TIAA-CREF retirement annuities, subject to the provisions of
your employer's retirement plan. It i~ automatically available for TIAA-CREF Supplemental Retirement Annuities (SRAs).
To fmd out more about the CREF
Global Equities Ac co unt or T1AA-CREF's
other annuity and investment alternatives,
send for our free brochure. Or call
I 800-842-2776.
You'll fInd that at TIAA-CREF, our
world revolves around helping you build a
secure and rewarding future.

11---- :
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II
WHEN IT COMES TO
I
FOREIGN INVESTING, WE'RE
I
ON FAMILIAR GROUND.
We've been speaking the language of
.I
foreign investing for nearly twenty years.
I
That's when we pioneered investing pension
I
funds on an international level. All those
I
I
I
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:

·MONDAY NOON SERIES
"Art Novices" in Art Museums
with Elizabeth Vallance, director of Education, The St.
Louis Art Museum. Room 229
in J.C. Penney at Noon.

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT OUR
NEW GLOBAL EQUITIES ACCOUNT.

THE CREF GLOBAL EQUITIES
ACCOUNT EXPANDS THE HORIZON
FOR RETIREMENT SAVINGS.
The CREF Global Equities Account is
an actively-managed portfolio of both
foreign and domestic stocks selected for
diversity and growth potential. As part of
a wide range of annuity and investment
alternatives already offered by TIAA-CREF,
it can increase your ability to create a more
balanced, well-rounded retirement plan.
While returns may vary over time, the
CREF Global Equities Account is based
on CREF's already-existing strength
and the long-term approach to investing
that has made TIAA-CREF America's
preeminent pension organization.

Briarwood Apartments
10032 Neville Walk
St. Louis, MO 63136
869-6151

MONDAY,
NOV. 2

Week, from page 1
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\\\Ol \CI\G IIiE (REF GLOB.\!' EQllllES \C(OnT./;w sonn RE·IIRDIE\T IWES·II:\C

at the door. Attendees must be
21 or older.

I
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SEND FOR
OUR FREE BOOKLET

Tbe CREE Gu,bal Equilie.r A aoun tA WorlJ of Opportunity and learn more
about this exciting new CREf Account.
Mail this coupon to, TIAA-CREF.

Dept. QC. 730 Third Avenue. New York.
NY 10017. Or call I 800-842-2776.

j
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Name (Please print)
Af)JrUJ

Open 24 Hours - Every Day
To-go orders are welcome
--~-------------~--------------

3.99 All You Can Eat.
Hamburgers • Sandwiches • Omelets • Salads • Soup •
Hashbrowns • Waffles • I;ggs • Bacon • Sausage

City
InJliluti(lfl (Full name)

Til"

Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner.

Daylim~

Phone (

I TlAA-CREF Participant
Ij yu, Soci41 SCO-lrily #
~==================================I
0 y" 0 No
CREF certificates are distributed by TIA A-CREF Individ ual and Institutional Services. FO.f more complete information,
including charges and expenses, call] 800-842-2733. ext. 5509 ror a prospecru's. Read [he prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.

4 p.m. -12 a.m.
4525 Brown Road -Natural Bridge Exit on 70-423-8097
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by Christine McGraw .
of The Current staff
When children leave their homes,
decked out in their costumes with
candy bags in hand filled with an eerie
sense of excitement, few know what
or why they are celebrating.
These days, you might spend
Halloween helping younger siblings
or your own children with the finishing
touches on their costumes, ducking
morn so your aren't stuck handing our
candy or your might just hang out in
the driveway to make sure your car
doesn't get egged.
But in the old days~ H~loween
meant something different. Our
. American celebration of Halloween
is actually a combination of customs
from the English, Irish and Scottish
folk lore that began as far back as the
second century .
-It was not until the 1840's, when
a large migration of of Irish peasants
carne to America after a great potato

famine, that this Gaelic holiday
reached the United States.
These highly superstitious people
brought with them legends that had
been passed down from the Druids
(priests), who celebrated Samhain,
"the end of the summer," or. the Druid
New Year.
•.On Druid New Years Eve, November31. the Lord of Death permitted ghosts, witches, goblins and other
spirits to wander freely for the new
year.
The Druids lit bonfires. gave gifts
of sweet and special foods, and made
offerings to ward off these spirits of
the dark. The Druids also disguised
themselves in masks and costumes,
believing that the spirits, who were
free for only one night, would not
recognize them and thus could do
them no harm.
Many years latertheRomans came
to Britain, bringing their.harvest festival and added customs of their own
to Sarnhain.

BIG AND ORANGE: A row of pumpkins just wafting to become Jack-olanterns and pumpkin pies at Weezer's Punkins in North County.

Is A
Queer Body?
by Michelle McMurray
editor

Many curious people drive by this private road to see actual tombstones
in the front yard of this North County home.
Then Christianity took the place navian farmers, made torches with
of the Druid and Roman religions. straw and pitchforks, which they
The Christian church in the ninth cen- waved in the air to singe the brooms
tury, set aside November 1 to honor of any witches that might be passing
all saints, hence the name, All Saints by.
Day. The evening prior to All Saints
Young children were believed to
Day was called All Hollows Eve, be primary targets for witches. Since
which means "holy evening." Later it was said that witches refused to
the narne was shortened to Halloween. tough either iron or salt, worried
That's when the trouble began.
parents would put some of each at the
The witches, who did not take bedsides ofnew-bom children.
The witches' tools were another
kindly to being put out of practice by
Christianity, decided to band together interesting aspect of Halloween. In
on the night before All Saints' Day to England it was said new witches were
cause havoc in the countryside. These initiated by being blindfolded,
meetings were called Witches' Sab- smeared with "flying ointment" and
baths. The witches feasted, danced placed astride a broom. Caught up in
wildly in a ring and claimed to be the excitement, the witches thought
servants of the Devil. Witches were they were actually flying.
said to fly the Sabbaths on broomBlack cats were believed to be
sticks with black cats perche? behind witches in disguise, or even the Devil
them.
himself. These poor cats were the real
To combat these evil beings, the victims of Halloween. They were
people had to take precautions to feared so much that villagers threw
protect themselves and their harvest. them into Halloween fIres as a warning
In Scotland, Ireland and Scandi- to other witches.

Ghost Asked Back Ralloweel' Weekelld
by Max Montgomery
managing editor
The Central WestEnd is haunted.
On Halloween weekend, a ghost
will descend on the CWE's Links
Club. There's no reason to be afraid,
it's nothing new. It's been there before-and warmly welcomed.
The mel~c and powerful Ghost
of an American Airman twice has
amazed the crowd at the Links, which
prompted the club manager to ask
them back.
"We called them in Northern
Ireland and asked them to come," said
Charlie Merchant, Links general
manager. "They drew a great response
last time. They ' ll sell out all three
shows this time; I'm sure."
Merchant said there is no stopping Ghost, at least not in St Louis.
"They just captured the audience.

It was amazing," he said. "They're
definitely a band here and they're
defmitely going somewhere fast."
With Dodge on vocals, Ben
Trowell on guitar, Alan Galbraith on
bass and Mau on drums, Ghost's farfrom-ghoulish first album, "Life Under Giants," hit hard on both sides of
the Atlantic.
Currently in up-state New York
working on their second album tentatively called "Skin," lead sin ger Dodge
said they are looking [oIlvard to the
Links because it was so great last
time.
"St Louis was amazing because
we got such a good response," Dodge
said. "Pecple were singing along and
we would announce a song and they
would cheer. It was amazing."
Having risen from the constant

See GHOS T, page 6

PREGNANT?
• FREE TEST, with immediate results detects
pregnancy 10 days after it begins.
• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING &
ASSISTANCE. All services are free
and confidential.
Ghost Of An American Airman are from left:
Dodge, Ben Trowell, Matt and Alan Galbraith.

promising, and delivering! You
get at least 511 sources or
you owe us nothing!
Free Informatfon.
WRIT!: Student AIIOIftH lMoclitlono
Dept. UIIS '.-792 '10"'., 110.

.
--.
1$2.99
r- - -

I

Buy up to 8 atthls price

•

with coupon_ Offer valid
through November 2,

I Double Cheeseburger'n Fries.
Our Double Steakburger topped with American cheese. Served with
regular French fries. Not valid with any other offer. Valid at 9550
Natural Bridge onJy.
..

_

TIM MILLER

at Riverside.
Two years ago a major controversy started when the National
Endowment for the Arts Chairman
John Frohnmayer denied Miller,
JQhn Fleck, Holly Hughes, and
Karen Finley known as the NEA
four, a grant due to the subject
matter of their work.
"We had unanimous recommendations from a review panel. It
is like saying lesbians and gays are
not suitable for funding even
though we pay taxes," he said.

"HYSTERICALI

THE FUNNIEST MOVIE ABOUT POLITICS
SINCE THE BUSH CAMPAIGN VIDEO."
-TEXAS MONTHLY

"ON E FOR THE
Tl rv1E CAPSULE I
THE FUNNIEST OF THE LOT IS BUSH."
- Stanley Kauffmann. THE NEW REPUBLIC

"REVEALS [THE CANDIDATES]
MORE COMPLETELY TH A N THEY
COULD HAVE DREAMED:'
- Roger Eben. CH ICAGO SUN·TIM ES

B

Brentwood. •• 962--5300 St. Charles. ••••• 724-1 200

Ballwin ••••• 227·2266 HamptOn Souih •• 96203653
Bridgeton ••• 227-8775 Midtown........ 946-4100

- immediately after graduation - without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year,. you ma~
qualify for a five-month mtems~l~
at a major Air Force medical faCility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

1992. (tomato extra)

_

graduate theate r
pro gram at
UCLA.
He
ha s
a 1s 0
been a
teacher
at New
York
Un i versity
and the
Un i versity
of California

1993 BSN

That's what many rich,

15613-2218

L_ _
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college funding sources are

education.
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That Uppity Theatre Company presented Tim Miller's, "My
Queer Body" last weekend at the
St Marcus Theatre in St. Louis.
In a phone interview from his
California horne, Miller said this
play is the strongest piece he has
ever done.
"It
is a humorous
story,
but it
a Iso
deal s
wit h
so m e
sc ary
stuff. I
focus
on different
places
in my
body. It
is about
one
man
growing up
gay and
through
the
AIDS
crisis,"
Miller
said. "It is intense, sexy and
scary."
Miller said he likes the audience to tune into their own
memories and experiences, and
to journey through their own
bodies.
The one-man-play starts with
Miller describing how at conception the "queer" sperm got
through to the egg which could
elude to the theory that pecple are
born gay. He goes on to tell the
story of his frrst love in high

school and continues for more than
an hour on topics such as discrimination, gay bashing and the AIDS
epidemic.
"I encourage performance making
and creating stories from life. It
has been in the past that gays and
people of color have stories that
shouldn't be told. Many autobiographical perfonnances were created from their own lives," he said.
Miller, .
who
never
went to
col 1e g e,
teaches

.No matter what your
grades or family income!

Weill pay
for your
college

I
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GHOST, from page 5
religiously and politically motivated
turmoil in Northern Ireland, Dodge
said, for the most part, their music is
not influenced by the debatable issues.
"There are references to it in the
songs but not overly, because we

don't want to get into it really," he
said. "For us it's home. There are
problems, sure, but it tends to get
blown out of proportion by the media."
"We just like to give people something to listen to," he continued. ''There

are things I feel strongly about, sure,
but it is still only music. If you want to
get more out of it, you can," .
Dodge, Alan Galbraith and Man
went to school together in Belfast
since they were 11 years old. They
each played in separate bands and
then together for a while, really "just
for fun," Dodge said.
When they decided to give it a
sincere shot, they )Det guitarist Ben
Trowell and "the lineup just fell into

thing."
place."
The name, Ghost of an
Although common in long group!
friendship relationships, Dodge said American Airman, comes
there are few arguments and the from the story of a World
War II pilot from the
friendships are incredible.
"Because we 'veknown each other . United States
as really good friends first, there is no stationed in
danger," he said. "During our last Northern
tour, we toured for four and a half Ireland,
months in a Winnebago. There were close to
six of us and it was very cramped. If where the
you can take that, you can take any- band is
from. The
pilot was
killed and it is
National Disability Month
said his ghost still
October is the month that the University and the nation
haunts the area.
observe National Disability Month. This is an opportunity to
The Ghost of an
become more aware of those individuals in our community
American Airman may be

who have a disability that may inhibit their full participation in
life's activities.
Chancellor Touhill, in recognition of the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) and National Disability Month, has
invited the campus community to also assist in ensuring that
persons with disabilities have access to each program, service,
and employment opportunity enjoyed by all others on this
campus. Chancellor Touhill has appointed the ADA Self
Evaluation Committee, the ADA Coordinator, Norman R.
Seay, and prepared the architectural transitional plan.

HIGH SCHOOL JUNIORS

$

Did You Know This?
• To be recognized as disabled, you must "self-identify" for services.
• Last spring, 10 students with disabilities graduated from UM-SL
Louis.
• This semester, there are 99 students receiving special services for
students with disabilities.

Part-time
moneymoney for
.college.

You Can Assist!
The American Association of State Colleges and Universities has
recommended a lexicon affirming those with disabilities on college
campus. Use it!

Use
person with a disability
woman who is blind or visually Impaired
student who is deaf or hearing impaired
man with paraplegia
individual with epilepsy
student who has a learning disability or specifIc learnIng dlsablllty
person with mental disability, cognitive impairment
person with a developmental disability
congenital disability

If you're a high school junior, and 17, the Anny Reserve

can help you earn good part-time money, as well as extra money
for college.
How? TheAnny Reserve's Alternate Training Program.
Here's how it works. You take Basic Training betwee n vour
junior and senior year. After your senior vear, y ou train in a-specific
.
skill at an Army school.
Then youl1 usually serve one weekend a month n ear home,
plus two weeks a year.
TIlis all adds up to good part-time money-more than $15000
during a standard enlistment If you qualify, there's also th e Montgomery GI Bill which could provide you with up to $5,040 for college
. or approved vocational/ technical training. That totals more than
$20,000 for your education. Give it some thought-then give us a call.

• The word "handicap" should only be used in reference to a
condition or a physical barrier.
• Persons with out disabilities should be referred to as
"non-disabled. "

rt\ ~.'
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11th A NNUAL COLLEGIATE WI NTER SKI B REAKS
TOL L FREE INFORMATION & RE SERVATION S

314-382-911 4

For additional information, visit Marilyn Ditto, administrator for Special Student Programs, 301 Woods Hall,
553-5211 or the Office of Equal Opportunity, 414 Woods
Hall, 553-5695

1-800-321-5911'

UM-St. Louis

UM-St. Louis Debate Team
Vs.
The British National Debate Team
Will address the question:
Does Americas Quest For A
"Clean Pr.esident
Deny Them A Great President?
ll

Tuesday, Oct. 27
7p.m.
J.C. Penney Auditorium
Audience Parficipatin Debate • Free AdmiSSion

haunting Northern Ireland, buton this
weekend of tricks and treats, check
out the Links Club at 408 N. Euclid.
Get there early, doors open at 8
p.m. both Friday and
Saturday nights.
On Friday, the
opening band
goesonat9p.m.
and
Ghost
starts at 11. On
Saturday there
will be an allages show at7:30
p .m., and Ghost
will go back on just
one hour before that of
the bewitching. Don't
miss it and have a happy Halloween.

BE ~LL YOU CAN BE~

ARMY RESERVE

111\111)111\1. 1. , 1\NY()NI~?
Challenge yourself to the hottest,
toughest, fastest game around
at BUSHWHACKERS ...
5t. Louis' finest paintball park.

I'm Here
When You Need Me

."g
~

(IV:.

•

~

,CIRRUS •.

The Automatic Teller
Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the facility in University Center
or call us at 383-5555. If you have your account at another bank, your ATM card can
be used at the machine in University Center if it has,a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it.

IlmmlUUil; Ban/i
7151 NATURAL BRIDGE

383-5555

ST. LOUIS, MO 63121

Member FDIC
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NCAA "Revolutionizes" Rules For Basketball Practice
Guidlines Set To Assist Player's Study-Habits
by Dana Cook
Current sports reporter
For the first time in more than 30
years, college basketball players didn't
start practice on Oct 15. Becauseofa
new NCAA rule, men and women can't
start practice until Nov. 1.
"It's like the French Revolution,"
UM~St.Louis Athletic Director Rich
Meckfessel said.
"When the French Revolution
started out, a lot of good ideas and a lot
of good things happened. But they got
carried away and went too far. Itstarted
by Jack C. Wang
indiscriminately guillotiningreopleand
associate sports editor
that's kind of what happened here."
The NCAA prohIbited basketball
In St Louis, after the end of the practice in order to allow more time for
baseball Cardinal season, most hockey the players to study for midtenn exams.
fans are looking forward to the Blues' However, Meckfessel andRiverwomen
season.
coach Bobbi Morse said the two-week
Yeah, so most fans were excited period won't make a difference in the
this off-season when Blues manage- players' grades.
ment fired former player and coach
"The kids that are responsible and
Brian Sutter. They (including myself) good with time management are going
were sick and tired of the dump-and- to have things Wlder control The kids
chase style of hockey that Sutter al- who aren't responsible or good with
ways used in his game plan.
time management, two weeks isn't
Blues coach Bob Plager who led going to fix them," Morse said.
the Peoria Rivennen to the InternaMeckfessel said there aren't any
tional Hockey League championship positive aspects of the rule, except that
two years ago, talked about a more it makes the NCAA look good by givoffensive-minded style of play for ing the players two more weeks to study.
1992-'93.
He said the players won't spend three
Fans were even happy to hear this hours in the afternoon studying in the
news.
Now that the season is underway,
I can hear the complaining already
from Blues fans in most of my classes
and in the halls.
by Ariel Lestat
What the hell gives?
Hey boys and girls, the season's for The Current
just started! So what if the Blues are
The UM-Rolla Miners came to
off to a slow start? If there's one thing town and both teams had a great time.
that diehard Blues fans should know, The Miners have a large program
it's that the regular season doesn't with several area high school students
even matter anymore in the National as their incoming freshmen class.
Hockey League.
"We enjoy swimming Rolla,"
Remember a couple of seasons sophomore Doug Wilding said. "They
ago when Scott Stevens played for us? are like our 'brother' team and a lot of
TheBlues finishedsecondin theNorris us went to high school together. "
Division that season. What happened Rivennen coach Mary Liston said the
in the playoffs? If my constantly alco- perfonnance of the swimmers is alhol-induced mind recalls correctly ways good when they swim Rolla.
(remember, all sports writers are sup. "Coach Mullin and I enjoy the
posed to be drunk, lazy, fat slobs who strategy part of doing our line-ups.
can't dress, right?), the Blues were We swim each other four times a year
defeated in the Norris Division Finals in various formats and always try to
by the Minnesota North StaIs.
out-think each other," Liston said.
People also should remember that
Double-winner Jeff Heveroh
a lowly fourth place Norris Division scored in the 200-yard individual
finish by the Minnesota North StaIs medley and the 200-yard breaststroke,
two years ago was enough to earn he also managed a third- place finish
them a spot in the Stanley Cup finals. in the l00-yard freestyle.
What does this all mean? That, in
Dave "Waldo" Roither scored a
this joke of a league, teams can just first-place finish in the 100-yard
barely make the playoffs and still knock freestyle and freslunan Danny Schultz
off teams that finish higher. The regu- won the 200-yard freestyle.
lar season doesn't mean diddley come
"We have more swimmers
playoff time. And hey, that's what [Rivennen] than I expected and
maners!
swimming Rolla is always fun,';The Blues are having their prob- Heveroh said. "We have a friendly
lems simply because the team hasn't rivalry."
jelled yet Jeff Brown (who's a neighAlthough Rolla won 121-75, the
bor of mine; no, nobody call me and score is prematurely misleading. Both
ask for his address or phone number!) teams barely have begun the comhasn't been playing like he could be petitive part of the season, which exbecause the new contract talks have
tends from early September Wltil midweighed on his mind.. Mr. Right Wing, March. Final times this early in the
Brett Hull, haSll 't started out so hot like year are seldom indicative of how the
usual. (Excuse me, who's this Chris team looks at the end of the season.
Kontos guy?) The Siberian Express; Practice lasts 2-3 hours a day, six
the three Russian players need time u. ' days-a-week.
adjust to life in the U.S. before people
"We have several swimmers dostart hoping foranother SergeiFederov.
ing the best times of their lives. With
Goalkeeper Curtis Joseph played
the volume, and more particularly the
brilliantly last season. Only the expan- intensity of our training level, quite
sion San Jose Sharks allowed more honestly, I am pleasantly surprised,"
shots on goal. Plager wanted to cut Liston said.
down on the opposition's shots on
The next few weeks will show
goal. So what's happened so far? Jo- great strengths as the Rivennen face
seph still is being constantly peppered longtime rival Northeast Missouri
with shots.
State, Oct 30, and Washington UniThis says two things. One: Joseph versity on Nov. 11.
is a great goaltender who will become
even better barring injmy. Two: the
defense is a problem. Plager and Gener;il Manager Ron Caron simply have
too many defensemen. Losing former
Olympian Bret Hedican hurt theBlues.
('Thanks, Stu Grimson! Where the hell
is his suspension?) Don't be surprised
if there's a tn1de before the new year.
What's my point then? Simply
that the season is far from complete.
We aren't even a month into the season and callers on local radio shows
are pushing the panic button.
Remember this: the
has
just gotten Wlderway. The Blues will
regroup and do better in the folloWing 1
months. They simply have too much
damn good talent not to.

Morse said
shefeelsagood
pointoftherule
is it gives the
players more
time to devote
to studying as
opposed to being in practice.
However, she
said it is difficult to make
sure the players
are studying
because the
coaches don't
have as much
control over
players before
proctice starts.
Danielle
LaMette, a returning
women's basketball player,
said
she
doesn 'tlike the
new rule be-

Hockey Fans Blue
Over Start OfSeason

One" Great Time"
In The Waters

UM-St. Louis Basketball Coach Rich Meckfessel

be defeated and turned into productivity ," i..aMette said.
Even before the rule came into effect, UM-St Louis' athletic program
did things to help the players academically.
The Riverwomen are required to
attend study hall four hours a week and
Current File Photo
grade sheets are sent out every three
FAST BREAK: Guard Daniel LaMette will be asked
weeks. Morse said she knows when
to generate offense for the Riverwomen,
someone is in trouble academically.
cause of less preparation time, and
''We are a lot more focused on our
library.
''That's ridiculous," Meckfessel team cohesion suffers. But, she said academic success. Yes, we want to win.
said. "They're out there playing pick- the team will have to make the best of My girls want to win. But, we also want
to win in the classroom. We want to be
up games only, instead of doing with it
''We'll
just
take
it
as
one
of
the
a
double winner," Morse said.
direction they're just out there on their
many
challenges
that
we'll
be
faced
All of the new players for the
own playing basketball," Meckfessel
with
this
season.
A
challenge
that
will
Rivermen
and the returning playcr s that
said.

don't have at least a 2.25 grade point
average are required to study on a
schedule Wlder the coach 's supervision.
Meckfessel said there is a tremendous reform movement going on in
intercollegiate athletics. He said he
thinks most of the rules the NCAA
have recently made have been great
Giving the players one day a week off,
limiting practice to 20 hours a week
and enforcing a set grade point average
are the rules Meckfessel is in favor of.
But, he said the new rule "looks
good on paper," but it won't have any
academic benefit toward any college
basketball player.

River.,Jlerl Lose Winning Streak
by Jack Wang
associate sports editor
Frustration is the word for the
UM-St Louis soccer Rivennen
and their head coach Tom
Redmond.
After beating UM-Rolla. 4-1,
on Oct 7, the Eiverrnen destroyed
Northeast Missouri Stale, 6-2, at
Kirksville on Oct 10 and Southwest Missouri State, 3-0, three
days later, the team seemed to be
on a roll.
But the Rivennen's fortunes
began to change starting with the
tie at Central Region rival Northern Kentucky 1-1. Then they lost
two straight games at home; to
Denver University 3-1 last Tuesday evening and to Columbia
College 1-0 last Friday night
In the Denver game, junior
defender Gayle Abbas scored the
lone goal for the Rivennen. Even
though it was his first collegiate
goal, Abbas wasn't happy.
"I couldn't smile about it,"

Abbas said. "I would have smiled if
we had scored two more, but my goal
doesn't seem worth it"
The Columbia loss seems especially frustrating because the
Rivennen outshot the Cougars 22-3.
"Every break is going against us.
But that's soccer," Redmond said.
"We were in good position to
score all night In the second half we
were getting our shots on goal. But
their keeper (Tony Burnett) made
some nice saves."
UM-St. Louis had numerous
scoring chances, including forward
Tom Edgar's header attempt and
midfielderKevinHennessy's20-yard
shot, but both players were robbed by
jWlior goalkeeper Tony Burnett.
"Our intensity was up," Redmond
said.. '1t was much better than the
Denver game, but we're just not getting consistency out of most of our
players. Columbia played us hard for
90 minutes. They didn't have a letdown the entire game."
The next importailt matches after
the Drury College game at home Oct

27, is games against ninth-ranked
Tampa and third-ranked and defending Division II champs Florida Tech in
Florida
At 10-5-1, the Rivermen may not
even get a post-season bid,
''This hurts our playoff hopes,"

Redmond said. "I was hoping the
two games in Florida would mean
something. But now, I'm not so
sure. I'm so frustrated. The guys
are very frustrated. I know they're
hurting right now."

Current File Photo
The Intensity may have been there, but the UM-St. Louis Rlvermen
couldn't keep their consistency, losing them hopes for the playoffs. Head coach Tom Redmond says ''They're hUMlng."
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Normandy : Redeem this
oVilla I
coupon for
Apartments II
I $1.99 meal.

appliances • central air
laundry facilities
24 hour service
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524-6456
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For your Fret' COIllU/llIIillfl apppointment, call today 230-9933
Dr. s. Ithouri, D.D.S P.C.
175 LanJp and Lantern Village
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314/481-7413
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Iwan~VISA~/MASTER~ Credit
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I
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Terry Lewis
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:L ________
7054 Natural Bridge
_
385-5255
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October 28, 1992
---,7:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.
In The Bookstore

.

Specia l
Education
Prices
Macintosh
Compute rs

SALE

.

Door Prizes
Refreshments
...

.

Regu,lar Bookstore Hours
Mon - Thur.
7:30 a.m. -7:30 p.m.
Fr·I.
7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m .
..

553-5763
We-now take
Discover Card.

